Staff Selections

Kwartler Elected Ticker Editor

By Arthur L. Goldberg

"Democracy and Racial Justice" is the subject of President Buel G. Gallagher's speech before the Baruch School chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People Thursday at 12:30 in the old Student Room. Herbert Wright, national staff secretary of the NAACP, will succeed Dr. Gallagher. The purpose of this meeting is to "acquaint the student body with the social movements in the progress made in the South," free the Supreme Court's historic decision, and, among the problems mentioned.

The decision nullified the "separate but equal" doctrine, established sixty years ago in Plessy vs. Ferguson. The Plessy decision permitted state segregation laws provided that there were facilities for both whites and black wherever they were segregated.

In the late 1950's the attack against the "separate but equal" doctrine, especially as applied to education, was intensified. The Supreme Court did not at once reverse the Plessy doctrine, it was slowly undermined. It was turned back case by case. It demanded actual equalization facilities, not just token ones.

The next step came in 1950 when the court ruled that a university system in Texas was unconstitutional. It was one of the first cases because separate facilities were unequal.

In 1954 the Supreme Court ruled that public schools were segregated in Texas because separate facilities were unequal.

In 1957 the Supreme Court ruled that separate educational facilities were unequal.

The amendment calling for the removal of the Inter-Club Board chairman's vote on Council went down 264 and that calling for the removal of the ICBC chairman from Council's executive committee was defeated 579-226.
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Hoffman to Address Students Today;
Former ECA Head Fourth Speaker
In 'Distinguished Lecture Series'

Paul G. Hoffman will speak today on "Freedom: The Dynamic of Free Enterprise" at 11 in 4N. Hoffman will be the fourth speaker in the Bernard M. Baruch Distinguished Lecture Series. Acting Dean Louis Mayers will preside.

Hoffman, administrator of Economic Cooperation Administration from 1948-50, is at present chairman of the board of Studebaker-Packard Corporation.

He was born April 26, 1891 in Chicago and has five sons and two daughters. He attended La Grange High School and the University of Chicago.

Isaacs Wins Top SC Office;
Ellis Referendum Defeated

With a total of 834 ballots cast in Tuesday's School-wide elections, Harvey Isaacs defeated Dave Golipsky and Ida Raucher for the presidency of Student Council. Isaacs polled 283 votes against Golipsky's 263 and Miss Raucher's 262. Sheldon Brand was chosen vice-president with 312 votes over Bill Lipton's 302 and Paul Douglas' 194.

The referendum, popularly termed the Ellis Amendment, was soundly defeated.
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Baruch Dems Nominate Stevenson: Johnson Named Second on Ballot

In a move that threatened to split the Democratic Convention at Harvard University Saturday, nominated Adlai Stevenson was endorsed by the Democratic National Committee and Senator John F. Kennedy to head the ticket in the Fall campaign. The endorsement, issued by the Harvard Democratic Committee, the student body's political arm, was supported by the Democratic National Committee.

President Harry S. Truman named Senator John F. Kennedy to be the Democratic candidate for Vice President in 1956. Senator Kennedy is a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and a prominent participant in international affairs.

Senator Kennedy was selected by the Democratic National Committee to be the candidate for Vice President in 1956. He is a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and a prominent participant in international affairs.

Baruch Dem's Don Steinman: Johnson Named Second on Ballot

On the Richman-Hall ticket, the winner of the Richman-Hall ballot was announced as Jack Steinman. He is a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and a prominent participant in international affairs.

The Richman-Hall ticket was announced as the winner of the Richman-Hall ballot. Jack Steinman, a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and a prominent participant in international affairs, was named as the winner.

Join in the COLLEGIATE TRIP for an after-finals finale as students

KICKSKILL DUDE RANCH

Spend 5 GLORIOUS DAYS at Westchester's most popular dude ranch - in the heart of the famous Blue Mtns.

$32.50 complete: WHICH INCLUDES FOOD & Round Trip Transportation To and From Ranch.

Including Also—At No Extra Cost To You.

Handbook Eddy, with exact instructions for beginners, swimming pool, free swimming, tennis, basketball, playground, playground equipment, riding, archery, polo, trout stream, American Legion Post 63.

The 8th Annual Kollel Service Organization show, offered to students at the Baruch School of Business Administration.

The talk, which will be given by Nat Waldman, will be given Tuesday, May 15, at 8:30 p.m. in the Kollel auditorium.

Waldman to Discuss Judaism

In Speech 4 Class Today

Nat Waldman, president-elect of the senior class at Baruch College, will speak on "The Challenge of "Autonomy" in Liberal Judaism".

Baruch College Prof
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Thursday marks the second anniversary of the Supreme Court decision outlawing segregation in the public schools.

This decision created many problems for the United States. The end of the war over the rights of a minority, or the crisis of mobilization and at times it seemed as if the country was as we were called civil war.

What are the answer? Shall we send Federal troops to those areas which are resisting desegregation? We don't think that that will help. Let us not forget that the fact is most of one's inns and most of one's must be faced.

Another popular answer is "graduation." This is a noble saying ungodly, but what does it really mean? We heard someone at Harvard say it only works admirably refer to the great James C. Finley as "the apostle of segregation." Is this what we want? The answer is yes.

This is the summer and part time again. The possibilities that missile would ripen the instructors who is associated with the economic curricula of the country.

Gradualism. Is this what we want? The answer is no. It seems as if the country is in a virtual state of segregation in the public schools.

By Gary Strum

BOSTON

From the labor sequence to the present, as it seems, is the country is in a virtual state of segregation in the public schools. There are enormous opportunities for the labor sequence to the present, as it seems, is the country is in a virtual state of segregation in the public schools. There are enormous opportunities for the labor sequence to the present, as it seems, is the country is in a virtual state of segregation in the public schools.

Professor Benewitz hopes to have taken the job at these slave-wages. The decision was the answer.
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Students Confident of Victory Despite Losing Five Straight Meets to Faculty

Saxe, Eight Runs Down, Wins IMB Championship

With runners leading away from first and second bases, the team was two runs behind. Arthur Tobias of the IMB team used a one-sunder to knock down the second-bar and score another run. The IMB team's pitcher, Harvey Isaacs, was only a few moments away from recording the first out.

With the score tied at two runs, Harvey Isaacs walked the opposing team's batter. However, the next batter hit a double to left field, scoring the tying run. The IMB team's catcher, Bob Perez, caught the next batter to end the inning with the score still tied at two runs.

Students Confident of Victory Despite Losing Five Straight Meets to Faculty

LUCIES RING THE BILL with college students all year, the country? The reason: Lucies taste better. That's because they're made of fine tobacco—sliced, naturally good-tasting tobaccos that's "TOASTED" to taste better. Now check that Drouble above Lucky-smoking midget in telephone booth. He may be short on stature, but he's mighty long on smoking enjoyment. Next time, ask for Lucies. You'll say it's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
Beavers Can Snarl Met League Race

A futile and fruitless baseball season may yet be salvaged this week-end by the City College team. But the things were to go according to precedent, such as last Saturday's loss to Manhattan, 6-0, there doesn't appear to be much hope.

Thursday and Saturday, Coach LaPlace's charges will take on the Beavers and conclude the Metropolitan League standings and bring a degree of salvation from a dismal campaign to the Beaver camp. 

St. John's, which led the league practically all year, is currently in second place with a 6-3 record while NYU is 6-2. If City, which has lost five of its last six games, can defeat the

Lacrossers Beaten, 9-6

The City College lacrosse team traveled up to play Drexel College, Saturday, and came home after being issued a 9-6 setback.

The Beavers kept pace with the Philadelphians throughout the first half as each team tallied three goals. Drexel finally took command of the game in the third quarter when it scored four goals while blanking City.

The Beavers have lost their last four matches and are 0-5 on the season.

Merritt Nesin and Les Wiger each scored two goals for the Beavers while Ron Roe and Harvey Lapidus each chipped in with one. 

The Beaver stickmen will play their last game of the season against the Lafayette College at the Lewisohn Stadium. City defeated the Panthers last year, 12-4.

Coach LaPlace

Youth Versus Age: Students to Oppose Faculty In Cage Battle, Thursday

It seems a bit ironic that the faculty should play the students a game of basketball a few short days before they must perform the tedious task that's the way it's scheduled, and the disposition of the teacher at grade time may depend upon the outcome of this semi-annual frolic.

The Faculty-Student basketball game, set to tap off at 12:15, Thursday, in the sixth floor Hansen Hall gym, according to manager Ralph Sobovinsky, promises to be one of the best games in the long illustrious history of the event.

The students, a care-free lot, will try to break a five-game losing streak by employing such School standouts as Steve Mann, Donald, 10-8 and 6-2, to tie the score at 4-4.

(Continued on Page 7)

Tennis Team Finishes With 6-1 Record

With the match against Adelphi College rained out Saturday, the City College tennis team concluded its season with one of its finest records ever, going six and a half out of a possible seven.

On Wednesday, the netmen by a bad twist of fate, lost a heartbreaker to Fordham University, 5-4.

Coach McElhinny's number two man for the Beavers, was unable to compete in the singles. He injured a leg ligament the Sunday before the contest. With the number two spot open, each man moved up one in order to fill the gap. Not strangely enough, each man competed against an opponent in a higher class bracket.

Both teams entered to win in the singles competition were Allan Jong, who turned back Tom McElhinny, 6-3, 6-4, and Mel Drimmer, who defeated Al Cummins, 6-2, and 8-6. This gave the Rams a 4-2 lead going into the doubles competition.

Jong and Drimmer rallied in the doubles to defeat Bob Coleman and Cummins, 6-3 and 6-2 and Dick Woodley and Ferrara, who limited himself to the net, outscored Ed Zubike and McDonald, 10-8 and 6-2, to tie the score at 4-4.

The final and deciding match was Walt Ritter and Harvey Robhstein gainst St. John's, was elected captain of the City College tennis team.

Ramblings

Thirty

By Ralph Sobovinsky

Once upon a time, a long time ago, in the land of Philosophical Sayings, there lived a prince who was the wisest of all men. He was a philosopher of every his every whim and wish. He was young, dark and handsome, and was the most learned of sages. People came from miles around to ask him questions, to get his advice and never left his marble castle without satisfaction.

For instance, a man from Hardship Island beckoned to the philosopher, "Oh, Great Prince, Master of my people, king of my heart, most learned of the wise," he began. "My wife has run away with another man, leaving my children motherless. Protect me, oh, oh, oh...

The prince leaned back in his throne. He brought his clenched fist to his forehead and stared straight in front of him. After several moments of contemplation, he placed his hand on the man's shoulder, leaned forward in his seat and said, "That's the way the ball bounces.

The man looked up, a smile broke out on his face. Tears glistened in his eyes. "Thank you, o' great prince, I am quite sure that you will not think ill of me for having come here to ask you one more thing your honor, what will become of me now?"

"Things will never be the same," answered the prince.

"Yes," the man said, "But what I mean to ask you is, things like this happen to me before. I've never come across a situation of this sort."

"You live and learn," said the prince.

"Please sir, one more thing," pleaded the man. "I believe that I'd like to kill the man who took from me my wife although I know that I will be punished for it."

"Don't cut off your nose to spite your face."

The man, relieved of his 'problems, saluted and left murmuring praises to the prince.

Then, one day, a college student walked in. He uttered the appropriate salutations and said, "Sir, I have a problem but I'm wondering whether not I should I ask you for advice. I wonder if you have enough knowledge to understand that which bothers me."

"The prince was taken aback. His face turned red. Nobody had herefomore questioned his advice or judgment.

Who are you, contemptible one?" asked the prince.

"Please sir, do not take offense," said the student. "I am a college student. I come here to seek the wisdom of the city. My school will teach me how to make my way in the world, how to be nice to people, how to adapt myself to different climates and distractions, how to live without fear, how to achieve the most out of my existence. I do not want cut and dry answers to my questions. I want an answer that will quench my desires on a spirit unknown to me before. I've never come across a situation of this sort."

"Blood" Klot, the fancy-legged student life; "Set-Shot" Jacono, "Roarin' " Ranhand, and "Smiley" Roberts, of the BA Department; "Clem-o-dent" Thompson, of Student Life; "Set-Shot" Jacobo, of the Economics Department; and, "Punchy" Stratis, "Speedy" Henderson, and "Fair

(Continued on Page 7)